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This Month:
The Robodox battle
through the FRC season,
attending both the San Diego and Los Angeles Regional competitions.

Newsletter

THE SAN DIEGO COMPETITION WRAP UP
The Robodox go in for the shot.

…And they’re off! The Radiologist takes off in autonomous mode, making a shot in the
high hoop for 6 points. The robots race off with team 599 crossing the barrier and lifting the
bridge for team 1661 and team 2599 to climb on. As the robots struggle to gain purchase on the
slippery slope of the bridge, team 599 waits patiently for the bridge to tip back and the robots to
realign themselves. There it goes! Team 599 pushes 2599 back up the ramp and the robots teeter
as the audience holds their collective breath. Can they do it before time runs out? 3…2…1…
Yes! The bridge lies flat and the three robots have successfully balanced on the bridge.
From March 2nd-4th the Robodox attended their first FRC regional in San Diego, CA. Together with over 50 teams from throughout California and as far as Mexico, the Robodox readied
up their machines for the competition.

The Radiologist
at the practice
field
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And where could you find the Robodox? Almost everywhere, from the pits
helping other teams pass inspection to
working on the robot to scouting in the
stands. The Robodox were constantly at
work to improve the robot, themselves,
and the competition as a whole.

Above and Right: Alex and Mr.
Vanderway look up from their work.

This year’s robot, the Radiologist, found itself in the tricky position of competing without
prior testing, but performed like it was unpacked ready to compete. Despite issues with the accuracy of shooting during matches, the Radiologist more than compensated with its bridge manipulation system. Utilizing an arm that extends outside of the robot it could both lift and lower
the bridge for opposing
and allied robots, “hop”
up over the center divider,
and hold on to allied robots during delicate balancing maneuvers. Scoring coopertition points
during qualification
matches proved pivotal
and the Radiologist
quickly became the robot
Left: Brian aims the robot.

for cooperating. The Robodox competed and cooperated its
way into the elimination rounds and with its alliance partners,
FIRST teams 2599 and 1661, made it to the semifinals with their
three robot balance, the second alliance in the world to achieve this during a competition.
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Left: Team 599, 2599 and 1661
successfully balance on the bridge.

In recognition of the team’s willingness to help other
teams even in the heat of competition, the Robodox received
the Gracious Professionalism award. This is the tenth time
the Robodox has won this prestigious award, the most of any
team in the nation!
This event would not have been a success without the
help of our parents and mentors. We are all eternally grateful
for your time and patience,
GO DOX!!!

The Radiologist

Left: Omar and Mr. Wong
work on the robot.
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The Playing Field: The Robodox at the Los
Angeles Regional
By Jeffrey Lee

Edited by: Johnathan Maynard

On March 15-17, FIRST Team 599, the Robodox, attended the
FIRST Los Angeles Regional Competition in Long Beach. Competing
with 65 other robots throughout California and as far as Las Vegas,
Chile, and Brazil, the Robodox
ranked 6th in the competition and
Left: This year’s FRC drive
competed in the semi-finals.
team: Omar, Brian, Sabrina,
and Anton..

Omar, Brian,
and Anton leap
into action

During most of its
matches, the Robodox’s autonomous consistently scored at least 6 points. Using the
practice and skilled gained at the San Diego
regional the drive team, Omar, Anton and
Brian, successfully scored and balanced.
Scoring became less of a challenge and balancing became second nature. Scoring coopertition points continued to be a primary focus of the team with the team earning the
most coopertition points for their alliances.

Below: The Radiologist

Currently the robot is
stands ready for action.
being modified and perfected.
The Robodox are determined to
finish what they started: build a robot
that not only plays every part of the
game but also excels at it. Ranging
from bridge manipulation to scoring, the
Robodox have successfully designed
and built a robot that accomplishes
every aspect of the game.
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Throughout the competition, the Robodox
manned the Robot FIRST Aid Station, helping any
The team mascot
team in need of help or spare parts. Additionally
many members of the Robodox went out of their
way to help other teams with inspection and troubleshooting.

This competition has seen a resurgence of team spirit with
the revival of The Robodox Mascot. Through the hard of work
and determination of several of its members, they successfully
created a set of neon numbers for their team. A big thank you
goes out to Granada’s Cheerleading Squad for their generous
donation of pom-poms.
Two of its members received recognition for their outstanding contribution to Robotics, their community, and their school.
Jade Brooks, received a $1000 scholarship from the Southern
California Robotics Regional Forum and Priyana Hannan received the FIRST Los Angeles Regional Dean's List award and
further qualifies as a FIRST Dean's List finalist.
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Shhh.... They’re sleeping....

Many thanks go to FIRST Team 1138, Eagle
Engineering from Chaminade College Prep,
and FIRST Team 3309, the Friarbots!

INTRODUCING THE BLUE
ALLIANCE!!
Team 599, the Robodox, team 1138,
Eagle Engineering, and team 3309,
the Friarbots!

UPCOMING EVENTS

2012 VEX ROBOTICS HIGH SCHOOL
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

TEAM BANQUET

Category: VEX Competition
Date: April 18th-21st
Location: Anaheim Convention Center

Category:Team Event
Date: May 18th
Location: Highlander Hall
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFO, COMMENTS,
CONCERNS, OR SUGGESTIONS
CONTACT:
Our P.R. Executive Johnathan Maynard at pr.robodox@gmail.com
Our team coaches, Mr. Vanderway (jvanderway@ghchs.com) and Dr. Koroleva (okoroleva@ghchs.com)

.

